Elastomeric Bridge Bearing Pads
Technical Committee Meeting Agenda
Working Session # 4
Monday, April 23, 2018 3:30PM – 5:30PM

1) 3:30PM-3:35PM: Call to Order and Introductions

2) 3:35PM-3:40PM: Review of Current Technical Committee Members (Insert membership list from NTPEP website)

3) 3:40PM-3:50PM: Brief summary of the technical committee (for those states who do not participate in quarterly calls or who are new to NTPEP) – Jerry gave a brief description of the program

4) 3:50PM-4:00PM: DOT Usage – AL, TN, MassDOT, added their names to the list

5) 4:00PM-4:20PM: Update-Program Status – Program now in the second year. Recent WP changes will go out to ballot after this meeting (M 251 Peel Test) removing two tests (Crystaliz., Ozone)
   a) Have done one audit so far this year, next one in two weeks.

6) 4:20PM-4:30PM: Secondary Fabricator - After discussion, we will consider the “main fabricator” as participating in the program and treat anyone else as a material supplier

7) 4:30PM-4:50PM: Industry Concerns
   a) Reviewing records of Inspections vs. Work Plan requirements: Will handle the verification of inspections based upon selecting specific jobs since the last audit.

8) 4:50PM-5:10PM: Open Discussion
   a) Question – Jason (LA) Shear Modulus testing requirements? Discussion from folks in the room to assist LA with their testing.
i) Shear Mod. testing sample prep? Best Practice: (band saw, hack saw, plenty of lube)
b) States should remember to send letters. Not that many facilities signing up.
c) Discussion on the “Compliance” process. Ryan/Sarc. explained the NTPEP Audit process.